Abstract. In recent papers, B. Sapirovskiï, R. Pol, and R. E. Hodel have used a transfinite construction technique of Sapirovskil to provide a unified treatment of fundamental inequalities in the theory of cardinal functions. Sapirovskil's technique is used in this paper to establish an inequality whose countable version states that the continuum is an upper bound for the cardinality of any Lindelöf space having countable pseudocharacter and a point-continuum separating open cover. In addition, the unified treatment is extended to include a recent theorem of Sapirovskil concerning the cardinality of T3 spaces.
1. Introduction. Throughout this paper a and ß denote ordinals, m and n denote infinite cardinals, and \A\ denotes the cardinality of a set A. We let d, c, L, w, it, and \¡> denote the density, cellularity, Lindelöf degree, weight, 77-weight, and pseudocharacter. (For definitions see Juhász [5] . ) We also let nw, 77% and psw denote the net weight, vT-character, and point separating weight. A collection "31 of subsets of a topological space X is a network for X if whenever p E V, with V open in X, we have p E N C F for some N in CX. A collection % of nonempty open sets is a tr-local base at/7 if whenever p E V, with V open in X, we have U C V for some U in %. A separating open cover § for X is an open cover for X having the property that for each distinct x and y in X there is an S in S such that x E S and y G S. Now let A' be a topological space. Then by definition nw(X) = N0 • min{n|Ar has a network of cardinality n}, trx(X) = N0 " min{n| each point of X has a w-local base of cardinality at most n), and if X is Tx, then psw(X) = H0 ■ min{n|A" has a separating open cover S such that each point of X is in at most n members of § }.
We say that X has a point-continuum separating open cover if and only if psw(X) < 2".
In §2 we use the technique of Sapirovskil to prove that |A"| < psw(X)L(X>^X) for any Tx space X. The unified treatment of inequalities is extended in §4 to include the recent theorem of Sapirovskiï which states that \X\ < <nx(X)c(X)'^X) for any T3 space X. A key step in our proof is based upon a property of the cellularity function discovered by Juhász; this property is used in §3 to obtain a characterization of the cellularity suitable for our purposes.
The author is indebted to R. E. Hodel for many helpful comments. The preparation of this paper was supported by a grant from the University of Richmond.
2. A new upper bound for \X\ . The transfinite construction technique used in the following proof is due to Sapirovskiï [8] . The application of the Lindelöf degree was suggested by Remark 4.6 of Burke and Hodel [2] .
Theorem 2A.IfX is Tx, then nw(X) < psw(X)L(X\ Proof. Let L(X) = n and let § be a separating open cover for X such that for each x in X we have |SX| < m, where §>x denotes the collection of members of S containing x.
We first show that d(X) < mn. For each a < n+ construct a subset Da of X such that (1)|Z>J < rrtn, and (2) if % is a subcollection of U {SJ* G U ß<aDß} such that |%| < n and X -U % ^ 0, then Da -U % ¥= 0. Since d(X) < mn we know that |S | < mn. Let 91 = {X -S\S is the union of at most n members of S ). Then \GJL\ < rrt" and 91 is a network for X. Lemma 2.2. If X is 7,, then \X\ < nw(Xf(X).
Proof. Let nw(X) = m and 4>(X) = n and let % be a network for X such that | % | < m. Then {{x}\xEX} c {n9l'|9l'ç.
91, |9l'| < n) so \X\ < mn. 3. A characterization of the cellularity. In this section we show that the cellularity can be characterized by a Lindelöf-like property. This characterization is based on the following lemma. Lemma 3.1 (Juhász [6] ). Let X be a topological space. Ifc(X) < n and % is an open cover of X, then % has a subcollection T of cardinality < n such that U °V is dense in X. (\)c(X)< n.
(2) Every collection of open sets whose union is dense in X has a subcollection of cardinality < n whose union is dense in X.
(3) Every collection % of open sets in X has a subcollection °V of cardinality < rt such that (J % Ç UT.
Proof. (1) implies (2). Let % be a collection of open sets such that 0^
= 7) and D = X. Since c(X) < n we have c(D) < n so by Lemma 3.1 we may select a subcollection T of % of cardinality < n such that U T is dense in D. Since U T is dense in X, we are done.
(2) implies (1). Suppose c(X) > rt and let % be a maximal collection of > n pairwise disjoint open sets. Then the union of % is dense in X but there cannot be a subcollection of <$L of cardinality < n whose union is dense in X.
(1) implies (3). Let <ÍL be a collection of open sets and let Y = U %. Since c(X) < n and Y is open we have c(Y) < n so by Lemma 3.1 we may select a subcollection T of % such that ¡ C\T| < n and Y ç U T.
(3) implies (1) . See proof of (2) implies (1). Remark 3.3 . By considering the dual of (2) in Theorem 3.2, one can rewrite the topological form of Martin's Axiom [5, p. 58] as follows. If X is a compact Hausdorff space having the property that each family of closed sets whose intersection is nowhere dense includes a countable subfamily whose intersection is nowhere dense, then X cannot be written as the union of less than 2H° nowhere dense sets. 4 . The upper bound of Sapirovskil. Theorem 3.2 insures that the full strength of the cellularity is used in the following proof. Also note the application of Sapirovskil's construction technique. To construct the example, let X be the product of 2" copies of the two point discrete space and let the topology on X be defined as follows. Choose a bijection <p from X to the set 22" and for each subset U of X and each point x of X let U (Efimov [3] ). If X is regular, then w(X) < Tr(X)c(X). Theorem 4.4 (Sapirovskiï [9] ). If X is regular, then w(X) < ■nx(X)c(X). Proof. Since tr(X) < d(X)-ttX(X) we have w(X) < 7r(A-)c^> < (d(X) ■ *x(X)Ym < d(X)c(X) ■ ttx(X)c{X) < ttx(X)c(X)-
